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About This Game

Adrenaline rushing, fast-paced roomscale SciFi shooter for HTC Vive and Oculus Rift

VR Shooter Guns is about bare survival in a sci-fi environment.
Skill, speed and tactics are required.

You'll get so sweaty that you can skip the gym afterwards.

Fight your way through a space station to escape evil robots!
In a distant future, petty humans only exist to consume what gigantic automated robot facilities are producing.

These vast factories floating in space have been built by generations of both, humans and robots.
You are one of those solitary humans, whose job hasn't been replaced by androids yet.

Alone in space with the sole purpose to supervise the assembly during endless boring shifts.
And the Artificial Intelligence watches you.

Nothing ever happens.
Until NOW.

Cool Features

Nine languages: English, French, German, Portuguese-Brazil, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Korean, Japanese
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Four challenging levels

15 and 30 Minute runs for highscore

Endless permadeath mode for skilled players

Increasing difficulty with each round

Global Highscore

HTC Vive and Oculus Rift supported

Built from the ground up for virtual reality!

Perfect for social VR challenges with your buddies!

Free Locomotion support!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: VR Shooter Guns
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Cykyria
Publisher:
Cykyria
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64bit

Processor: i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX970 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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Doesnt load. I even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and broken up to much to interact. I have
windows mixed reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other programs that are just for VR. Whatever the reason it
doesnt work. I guess I cant get a refund?
. Doesnt load. I even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and broken up to much to interact. I have
windows mixed reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other programs that are just for VR. Whatever the reason it
doesnt work. I guess I cant get a refund?
. Good start to game but not ready for prime time. Would wait for updates before paying full price. Bought in bundle so not out
anything for me.
. Doesnt load. I even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and broken up to much to interact. I have
windows mixed reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other programs that are just for VR. Whatever the reason it
doesnt work. I guess I cant get a refund?
. Good start to game but not ready for prime time. Would wait for updates before paying full price. Bought in bundle so not out
anything for me.
. Doesnt load. I even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and broken up to much to interact. I have
windows mixed reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other programs that are just for VR. Whatever the reason it
doesnt work. I guess I cant get a refund?
. First of all: I played VR Shooter Guns many hours at a friend's house before I got my own HTC Vive, so pure experience here!

At this time (after Friday 13th update) it's a 9\/10 rating. Why?

Does what it claims: Fast highscore-hunting game that is fun the 10th, 20th and 50th time you play it. You can
squeeze out more points for the global highscore list by developing new tactics and learning to handle those evil
turrets (Yes, you can really beat those!)

Simple arcade concept that everyone understands (at the latest after the tutorial)

Even more fun when competeting with your friends (yes, it's entertaining to watch others while you take a
break!) - works even better with new CONTEST-mode!

No childish cartoon-graphics or cheap VR adaption! It's an up-to-date genuine VR-game and you can feel that!

Controls and aiming work precisely

Developer addresses user requests, no bugs experienced

Achievements and trading cards
For me the price is just about right. Sometimes you pay double for a game with 6-8 hours game time that you
definitely won't play ever again, so with all those hours spent on various accounts playing VR Shooter guns it is
really worth it!

If you are still hesitating to buy this game, read the review at VideoGamers (google translate) - that guy is
absolutely right (still applicable after the update)!

The missing point for a 10\/10 rating is just because I'd like to keep the developers motivated producing further
improvements! ;-). Interesting Idea
+Okay Price

-Badly developed
-Guns feel like peashooters
-Gives an achievement "Headshot!" But headshots do as much damage as bodyshots.
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-Not good

1/5

Decent price, interesting Idea, terribly made. Nothing in this game feels good aside from the idea. It's like you're
shooting a Nerf gun and your enemies fall down because they pity you.

 If you liked this review Make sure to Click here and give a follow for more reviews of good, bad and
decent VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles. 

. Good start to game but not ready for prime time. Would wait for updates before paying full price. Bought in
bundle so not out anything for me.
. Doesnt load. I even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and broken up to much to
interact. I have windows mixed reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other programs that are
just for VR. Whatever the reason it doesnt work. I guess I cant get a refund?
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First of all: I played VR Shooter Guns many hours at a friend's house before I got my own HTC Vive, so pure experience here!

At this time (after Friday 13th update) it's a 9\/10 rating. Why?

Does what it claims: Fast highscore-hunting game that is fun the 10th, 20th and 50th time you play it. You can
squeeze out more points for the global highscore list by developing new tactics and learning to handle those evil
turrets (Yes, you can really beat those!)

Simple arcade concept that everyone understands (at the latest after the tutorial)

Even more fun when competeting with your friends (yes, it's entertaining to watch others while you take a
break!) - works even better with new CONTEST-mode!

No childish cartoon-graphics or cheap VR adaption! It's an up-to-date genuine VR-game and you can feel that!

Controls and aiming work precisely

Developer addresses user requests, no bugs experienced

Achievements and trading cards
For me the price is just about right. Sometimes you pay double for a game with 6-8 hours game time that you
definitely won't play ever again, so with all those hours spent on various accounts playing VR Shooter guns it is
really worth it!

If you are still hesitating to buy this game, read the review at VideoGamers (google translate) - that guy is
absolutely right (still applicable after the update)!

The missing point for a 10\/10 rating is just because I'd like to keep the developers motivated producing further
improvements! ;-). First of all: I played VR Shooter Guns many hours at a friend's house before I got my own
HTC Vive, so pure experience here!

At this time (after Friday 13th update) it's a 9\/10 rating. Why?

Does what it claims: Fast highscore-hunting game that is fun the 10th, 20th and 50th time you play it.
You can squeeze out more points for the global highscore list by developing new tactics and learning to
handle those evil turrets (Yes, you can really beat those!)

Simple arcade concept that everyone understands (at the latest after the tutorial)

Even more fun when competeting with your friends (yes, it's entertaining to watch others while you take
a break!) - works even better with new CONTEST-mode!

No childish cartoon-graphics or cheap VR adaption! It's an up-to-date genuine VR-game and you can
feel that!

Controls and aiming work precisely

Developer addresses user requests, no bugs experienced

Achievements and trading cards
For me the price is just about right. Sometimes you pay double for a game with 6-8 hours game time that
you definitely won't play ever again, so with all those hours spent on various accounts playing VR
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Shooter guns it is really worth it!

If you are still hesitating to buy this game, read the review at VideoGamers (google translate) - that guy
is absolutely right (still applicable after the update)!

The missing point for a 10\/10 rating is just because I'd like to keep the developers motivated producing
further improvements! ;-). It works well at what it portrays. Teleport around, shoot stuff. I would have
liked a little more direction as to where to go and some variety of enemies and weapons but the shoot
from cover is pretty cool.. It works well at what it portrays. Teleport around, shoot stuff. I would have
liked a little more direction as to where to go and some variety of enemies and weapons but the shoot
from cover is pretty cool.. Interesting Idea
+Okay Price

-Badly developed
-Guns feel like peashooters
-Gives an achievement "Headshot!" But headshots do as much damage as bodyshots.
-Not good

1/5

Decent price, interesting Idea, terribly made. Nothing in this game feels good aside from the idea. It's
like you're shooting a Nerf gun and your enemies fall down because they pity you.

 If you liked this review Make sure to Click here and give a follow for more reviews of good, bad
and decent VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles. 

. First of all: I played VR Shooter Guns many hours at a friend's house before I got my own HTC Vive,
so pure experience here!

At this time (after Friday 13th update) it's a 9\/10 rating. Why?

Does what it claims: Fast highscore-hunting game that is fun the 10th, 20th and 50th time you
play it. You can squeeze out more points for the global highscore list by developing new tactics
and learning to handle those evil turrets (Yes, you can really beat those!)

Simple arcade concept that everyone understands (at the latest after the tutorial)

Even more fun when competeting with your friends (yes, it's entertaining to watch others while
you take a break!) - works even better with new CONTEST-mode!

No childish cartoon-graphics or cheap VR adaption! It's an up-to-date genuine VR-game and you
can feel that!

Controls and aiming work precisely

Developer addresses user requests, no bugs experienced

Achievements and trading cards
For me the price is just about right. Sometimes you pay double for a game with 6-8 hours game
time that you definitely won't play ever again, so with all those hours spent on various accounts
playing VR Shooter guns it is really worth it!
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If you are still hesitating to buy this game, read the review at VideoGamers (google translate) -
that guy is absolutely right (still applicable after the update)!

The missing point for a 10\/10 rating is just because I'd like to keep the developers motivated
producing further improvements! ;-). It works well at what it portrays. Teleport around, shoot
stuff. I would have liked a little more direction as to where to go and some variety of enemies and
weapons but the shoot from cover is pretty cool.. Interesting Idea
+Okay Price

-Badly developed
-Guns feel like peashooters
-Gives an achievement "Headshot!" But headshots do as much damage as bodyshots.
-Not good

1/5

Decent price, interesting Idea, terribly made. Nothing in this game feels good aside from the idea.
It's like you're shooting a Nerf gun and your enemies fall down because they pity you.

 If you liked this review Make sure to Click here and give a follow for more reviews of
good, bad and decent VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR
titles. 
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